0-3 cm chalk - has 10-14 spores
0.01-0.03 cm, chalk, ooze 23-24 cm, chalk, ooze 41-43 cm, chalk, ooze 53-54 cm, chalk.

Chalk of 83-28 cm has small ooid-like features, <1 mm, but also long tubule-like features. Ooids-like things are crossed sections of these tubes.

Cylindrical? - Haloed with grey 2.5Y3/0 pyrite inside is blue-green 5Y6/3, pretty diffuse boundaries.

Sample at 83 cm is from blue-green (10Y5/2) patch in large chalky section 74-89 cm.

On whole core is motiled, most features not any are obscured by drilling disturbance which has made core wet.

0.009 140-144 cm